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A Message from the President
New Board Members
Since last August, we have
added several members to
the Board of Directors:
 Director of Networking:
Steve Mastrangelo, PMP,
PMI-ACP
Letter from the President
 Director of Academic
By Dr. Jason Hui, PMP
Outreach: Kevin
PMI New Hampshire Chapter President
Cooney, PMP
 Director of Education:
Happy New Year!
Steve Pike, PMP
 Director of Technology
2016 is an important year for
Projects: Rick Langtry,
the PMI New Hampshire
PMP
Chapter as we are celebrat Director of Sponsorship:
ing our 15th anniversary – a
Steve Lundquist, PMP,
significant milestone in servPMI-ACP
ing our members and promoting project management
Volunteers
excellence in the Granite
State. Incorporated in 2001, Volunteers are the heart of
our Chapter and vital to its
our Chapter has grown in
success. Currently, we
membership to over 670 (a
are looking to add a coumid-sized Chapter among
ple of new positions on the
PMI Chapters worldwide).
Board:
Two out of every three mem Director of New Media
bers hold a PMP credential.
 Chapter Historian
Participation in our programs, education, and netIf you are interested in
working offerings has steadserving in either position
ily increased. Our Chapter
or perhaps in a shortis healthy and vibrant, and
term volunteer capacity,
the future looks promising.
please contact me at
Stay tuned as we announce
president@pmi-nh.org.
plans to commemorate this
momentous occasion.
PMI Updates
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A Message from the President (cont)
There are a couple of significant updates from PMI
that members need to be
aware of:
As of 11 January 2016 a
new version of the PMP
exam is being administered. For information on
the changes, please visit
http://www.pmi.org/
certification/examchanges/pmp.aspx.
 On 1 December 2015 the
Continuing Certification
Requirements (CCR) were
updated. For information
on how PDUs are earned
in the program, please
visit http://www.pmi.org/
certification/ccr-updates/
faqs-certification-

Save These Dates!



holders.aspx.
If you have questions,
please feel free to contact
Karl Thulin, PMP at profdevelopment@pmi-nh.org
Sincerely,
Dr. Jason Hui, PMP
President
PMI New Hampshire Chapter
If you have any questions or
concerns, please don’t hesitate
to contact me.
Randy “Zip” Pierce
Spoke at our January chapter
meeting on: “Problem Solving
Techniques to Achieve Maximum
Potential” Look for an excerpt in
our next issue.

PMI New Hampshire Chapter Meeting Schedule:





2016
Mar 16 - Castleton - Windham
Apr 20 - Portsmouth Country Club, Greenland
May 18 - Annual Meeting -The Puritan, Suite B Manchester
Jun 15 - Portsmouth Country Club, Greenland

July 20 - Castleton, Windham
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Previous Chapter Meeting: Speaker Summary
Managing Time, Self and Energy in Planning,
By Mollie Allen
First, I want to say thank you
for the invitation to speak to
NHPMI on September 16th at The Yard. I
presented ideas on “personality style”
based on the work of Carl Jung via Catherine Briggs and Isabel Myers.
I began the hour with an informal survey
asking who knew of Myers & Briggs and
their questionnaire the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI)? Since most were familiar with both, I reviewed their ideas
briefly.
In this theory, people are born with an inclination to use certain cognitive functions
more than others. Similar to handedness
we prefer one over another in each of four
Extraversion

The direction of the flow of attention and energy.

Sensing

Two kinds of information which Intuition
capture our interest

Thinking

Two kinds of information used
to make a decision

Judging

Two ways to structure our life
and time

Introversion

Feeling
Perceiving

dichotomies.
The final pair is most relevant to planning
so the group observed a skit of two high
school students completing a report.
(Thank you Steve!!) The two approaches
were different but the final product was
the same - each student received an A. I
used the terms “planful” and “emergent”
Page 3

to describe their styles then contrasted
them.
With the “planful student”, the energy to
complete the task appeared nearer to the
announcement of the deadline than to the
deadline itself. This student approached
work with the inclination to come to closure, get things settled and seemingly
avoid change or surprise. This student
separated work from play.
The emergent student moved to complete
the task nearer to the deadline than to its
announcement and was inclined to take in
information as long as possible. This student seemed to take to the unexpected,
was energized by pulling in information
along the away and came across as open
to change, adaptable, combining work
with play.
Watching the two students prompts the
observation that much of the focus on
time management is actually more about
managing energy around how we handle
deadlines. If we are working alone, it is
relatively easy to manage our energy in
the way we prefer. We can just say “I
need to xxxx”. It’s more complicated
when we are planning a project and working with others. Here we also have to ask
“what does the project need?”
In cases where different styles work together it’s essential that we learn not only
to manage energy but also ourselves. Misunderstood differences lead to frustration,
disrespect and mental exhaustion. Ways
to work productively with different styles
include recognizing and acknowledging the
Continued on Page 4
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Previous Chapter Meeting: Speaker Summary (cont.)
strengths of others while avoiding inaccurate or insulting labels. It’s essential too,
to know that our personality style, though
overlapping with behavior, is not the same
as our behavior which varies according to
setting and context.
While working in groups of similar styles
these strengths and feedback words to

“Planful”
Strengths:








Organized
Methodical
Scheduled
Deadline driven
Persistent
Task Focused
Planner

“Emergent”
Strengths:







Words to avoid in
feedback:









Over planning
Controlling
Bossy
Anal retentive
Perfectionist
Workaholic
Tunnel vision
Rigid



Increase options
Embrace change
Open
Discover new opportunities
Progressive elaboration
Execute well under
stress
Adaptable

avoid were listed.
When working with groups a “group
style” often emerges. This can be influenced by the culture of the company, the
style of the department, manager or team
leader or the style of dominant team
members.
In “style alike” groups the characteristics
of each “project management style” were
labeled and strategies for improved effectiveness were shared.
It was noted that the traditional PM approach is more along “planful” lines while
the
“agile”
approach
falls
along
“emergent” lines. Strategies for each
group style were listed: (See Box on next
page)
The evening was complete about 8:45 and
informal questions, answers and discussion followed. It was a fun evening for this
presenter and the group agreed that the
evening’s goals had been met.

Words to avoid in
Mollie Allen, M.Ed. is an educator, consultfeedback:









ant and certified life coach with over 25
years of experience with the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI). She is certified to
administer MBTI Steps l,ll and lll and is a
feedback provider for The Center for Applications of Psychological Type (capt.org),
the non-profit founded by Isabel Myers.
She worked with Katherine Myers and Kay
Abella to found the Jungian Seminar held
yearly with Angelo Spoto and is the lead
author
of
the
facilitators
guide
“Discovering Type with Teens”.

Undisciplined
Procrastinator
Slacker
Unorganized
Unreliable
Unmotivated
Unreliable
Unprofessional

Page 4
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Previous Chapter Meeting: Speaker Summary (cont.)
“Planful” group

“Emergent group”

Copyright © 2015 by Mollie Allen; All Rights Reserved
 Should not give pretend deadlines; under





mines trust, causes conflict
Realizes that it’s ok to change one’s mind;
may be a factor of maturity
Hold positions off
Apply, be agile
Be patient, listen longer
Get fun and spontaneity in—plan it.







Prioritize; make concrete, real deadlines
Identify essential milestones
Agile concept applied to long research periods
Make clear decisions; decide closure, not
more analysis or investigation
Mark done in real concrete way

Copyright © 2015 by Mollie Allen; All Rights Reserved

NH Food Bank Donations
NH Food Bank requests non-perishable shelf stable foods. If you are interested
in volunteering collecting, delivering, and/or sorting, contact communications@pmi-nh.org. Recent food Bank donations are:
Sept=56 lbs, Oct=0, Nov/Dec-69lbs.
**Cash or checks made payable to NH Food Bank are also accepted.

Needed items are:
Consider:
-Canned Soups
-Pastas
-Cereals
-Canned Vegetables
-Crackers
-Granola Bars
-Peanut Butter
-Other non-perishable items
-Pasta Sauce
-Crackers
Page 5
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PMI Chapter: Software Development and the Agile Process
Steve Mastrangelo,
PMP
Director of Networking

Software Development and
the Agile Process
Part 2
The Scrum Methodology

adaptability are keys in the
process, there are some basics
of the framework that really
should be implemented to
have a true Scrum process:
Scrum team consists of software developers, testers,
documenters, a Scrum Master, and a Product Owner.
Work occurs in “sprints” usually ranging from two to four
weeks (the length can be
varied), with sprint planning
taking place at the start of
the sprint.

Key
requirements
Scrum process are:

in

the



Clearly defined user stories,
with acceptance criteria.



Product Owner authority
and accountability for supplying and prioritizing clearly defined user stories with acceptance criteria.



Development team authority and accountability as a
whole for the implementation
of user stories.

As described in part 1, the Agile Project Management philosophy is a highly collaborative methodology that em No development hierarchy
braces changing requirements.
or “sub-teams” within the
So the good thing is that agile
team - the focus is on team
techniques still require team Work is organized into tasks cross-training to have the
planning for buy-in, but the that relate to “user sto- flexibility for any developer on
planning process isn’t so detail
ries” (discreet small units of the team to take on any of the
-oriented.
Referencing
the
work.
manifesto, responding to functionality) that are pro Scrum Master responsibility
change over following a vided and prioritized by the
plan is encouraged and ex- product owner and sized by for helping the process run
smoothly by removing impedipected. Because software is the team.
ments caused by communicahighly interactive and largely
Teams have daily scrum meet- tion issues, or in the process
non-physical, it isn’t possible
to predict exactly how well it ings, referred to as “stand- itself.
will work until it is actually ups”, to quickly report on The challenge for the organirun. Anyone experienced in progress and raise issues for zation is to reward software
engineers, not so much on
complex software development off-line resolution.
knows that, even with a wa- After each sprint, a team ret- individual contribution, but on
the ability to work with the
terfall (predictive) project liferospective is held to deter- team interdependently in procycle, there will be loops back
to redesign and refine. Hence, mine what was successful or ducing a greater result with
Scrum theoretically works well unsuccessful in the sprint, more efficiency. Flexibility and
for complex software design – and identifying areas for im- creativity in the implementation and management of the
if implemented properly.
provement.
Scrum process becomes the
most important determining
Although
flexibility
and
Page 6
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PMI Chapter: The Scrum Methodology. (continued)
factor to its success in the long-run.
How the Scrum Project Lifecycle Works

vide. It captures the 'who', 'what' and 'why' of
a requirement in a simple, concise way.

A User stories are pre-created and prioritized in
the backlog, from which work is drawn at the
beginning of sprint planning. They are then
broken down into tasks that can be completed
in the sprint. Each day, the team has a daily
scrum meeting to discuss progress and obstacles, using the assistance of the scrum master
to help remove impediments. When the tasks
for a user story are all completed, the product
owner is responsible to accept the story as
having met acceptance criteria. At the completion of the sprint, a deliverable, known as a
sprint (or iteration) is the basic unit of devel- “releasable product” is reached. Here, a delivopment in Scrum. The sprint is a time-boxed erable is defined as one that is functioning and
effort that is restricted to a specific duration, may be releasable. This diagram is similar to
usually between one and four weeks, with two ones shown by Scrum teachings; indicating the
cycle of pulling from the backlog, performing a
sprint, accepting feedback and adapting for the
next sprint.
During the sprint, a burndown chart shows the
progress towards completing the sprint work.
User story points are used as a non-timebased method to establish the size (and difficulty) of a user story.
The burn-down chart not only indicates the
current sprint progress, but provides information to establish the Scrum team velocity,
which is used to predict the user story points
that a team can accomplish for each subsequent sprint. The product plan is established
weeks being typical.
by determining when incremental product reA user story is one or more sentences from the leases will occur over a pre-determined numperspective of the end user of a system, cap- ber of sprints.
turing what the user does or needs to do as
part of his/her job function in everyday lan- This is a very basic description of the Scrum
guage. User stories are used as the basis for process. To dig deeper gets into the philosophy
defining the functions that a system must pro- of how teams collaborate and are coached to
Page 7
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PMI Chapter: The Scrum Methodology. (continued)
reach the ultimate goals that How the project will be run
the Scrum process strives to (team, methodology, buy vs.
achieve.
build)
Applying Scrum in the Software Development Process
As with any software development process, the work starts
with defining the goals of the
project in the project charter.
The purpose of the charter is
to determine and record the
initial stakeholder decisions
on:
 What the product is supposed to do (high-level requirements)
 How the product makes
money (business case)
 What are the budgetary
and resource commitments
(constraints)
 Which expected technology
and business hurdles to overcome (risks)

The shorter and more concise
this document is, the better. It
can reference other documents, such as customer and
vendor
contracts,
detailed
product
definition,
market
data, etc. Remember, in the
predictive (non-agile) project
management process, the project plan is driven from the
project charter and expands
upon its information with a
high level of detail. In the agile
process, much detail is assumed to be unknown and is
further defined through progressive elaboration and rolling wave planning.

are developed, the results
analyzed for applicability and
usability by stakeholders, and
adjustments made to the
product scope (backlog) and
roadmap. The first few development sprints are planned,
and further planning is done
as more is learned. This can
be a scary concept for management, because it gives the
impression of a lack of control
and direction. Hence, it is important that this process is
well understood by stakeholders, those who accept that
long-term
predictability
is
compromised in favor of adjusting to changing needs and
dialing in the most useable
and minimally functional product to build upon.

Progressive elaboration and Part 3 next newsletter on Aprolling wave planning are tech- plying Scrum in the Softniques where initial “releases” ware Development Process.

Professional Contributions: MY 10 FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR by Dan Pink
Enjoy this snippet from Dan Pinks
newsletter;
Herewith, in alphabetical
order by author, the 10 most compelling
books I read this year.
The Light of the World: A Memoir
by Elizabeth Alexander
In 1996, Alexander, a well-known poet, met
Ficre Ghebreyesus, a chef originally from Eritrea. Within a few weeks, they decided to get
married. Within three years, they had two
sons. Then in 2012, Ficre dropped dead of a
heart attack. Alexander’s account of her grief

is riveting. I read nearly the entire book in one
sitting.
Unfair: The New Science of Criminal Justice
by Adam Benforado
Law professor Benforado argues that our legal
system is built on assumptions about human
behavior that just aren’t true. Some examples: Eyewitness testimony is utterly unreliable, yet we use it to convict people. Human
beings stink at detecting lies, yet jurors think
they’re great at it. And, amazingly, false conPage 8
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Upcoming: Chapter Meetings

Topic:
Speaker:
Date:
Location:

Every Project is a Lean Opportunity
Paul DeMello
March 16, 2016 —-6 to 9 pm
Castleton Banquet &
Conference Center
58 Enterprise Dr.
Windham, NH 603-898-6300

Register Now

With few exceptions, most project proposals advocate a business case for improvement, or introduce a new service or product that will increase business, to
make things faster, better, cheaper. Every project seeks to bring about some type of
change.
Lean thinking and disciplines are used to identify and eliminate waste, help project teams drive adoption and improve customer satisfaction. Paul will take us
through the Portfolio, Project and Process management journey at UNH.

Topic:
Speaker:
Date:
Location:

Managing in a Matrixed Environment: The Power of Influence
Tom Pucciarello, Sr. Principal 1-PM Development
April 20, 2016—- 6 to 9 pm
Portsmouth Country Club

What is Influence?
Influence is the ability to effect change in the
actions, beliefs and
choices of others. The ability to influence is
one of the essential
skills for leaders at all levels. It is more art
than science and it
can be tough to get your arms around. But the bottom line is that influence does
matter. As we continue to morph (at breakneck speed) into an interconnected, interdependent, and an increasingly global workplace, it will matter more…
Join us to hear how you can increase your sphere of influence.
Page 9
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Membership Contributions
mitment to exit?

Top Ten Exiting
Strategies and Questions to Ask
by Star Dargin, Star Leadership
LLC
1. Pick a Date and Graduate - Not all
exits are bad. Completing school or projects are reasons to celebrate and do
something that is meaningful and acknowledges the exit, like a party or ceremony. If exiting something is hard, pick a
date and create a public celebration to
honor the exit. It could be as simple as
shouting it out on social media, celebrating a meal with a friend, or sending yourself a gift in the mail. Celebrate the ending. Divorce parties are becoming popular.
What ceremony can you create to
honor your exit?
2. Find a Partner in Crime - Finding
yourself hesitant to exit or wanting to exit
too fast? Who else do you know who is in
a similar situation who needs to exit? Having a buddy can validate your decision and
provide you with someone to compare
notes, someone to offer and receive emotional support from, and generally someone who will make exiting smoother and
easier. Who's your exiting buddy?
3. Hold Yourself Accountable - Like
anyone who commits to something out
loud in front of other people, you are
more likely to do it. What do you need
to say, and to whom, about your com-

4. Use the Three-Strikes-Out Rule Know yourself and be specific about
what's acceptable and what isn't. If I don't
(deliver, get money, get promotion, get
included) .... If they don't (listen, follow
rules, say thank you, stop cheating) .... If
I can't do this by this date, I'm out, I'm
leaving, I'm done. Here's an example, if
they don't finish after three tries, they are
fired! What are your boundaries and
limits?
5. Use Analysis and Logic - Are you a
distributor of eight-track tapes and have
been since 1971? There are facts and
figures that show that cassette tapes are
a dying business, so why are you trying to
grow it? Your own pro and con list or a
SWOT table (Your Strengths, Your Weaknesses, External Opportunities, External
Threats) are just two of the tools you can
use to apply logic. Are the facts telling
you to exit?
6. Trust you Intuition - Intuition is your
unconscious pattern recognition device. It
finds connections between a new situation
and past experiences. Even then it may be
hard to express what your intuition is saying in an analytical and logical way. Learn
to listen to your intuition and be curious
about it, even if there is no seemingly apparent logic there. Is your gut screaming at you to leave?

Page 10
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7. Make an Exit Game - How many days
and ways? What can you count and measure about numbers relevant to exiting? How many ways can you make it a
healthy exit (acknowledgements, thank
you, clean ups, transitions) How many
lessons can you learn before exiting? What's the name of your exit
game and how do you play it?
8. Separate Feelings from Actions Exiting can be emotional, difficult, uncomfortable, unlike anything else you have
done. There may be strong feelings of
loss, longing, relief, or joy. Plan for these
feelings, knowing that they will
arise. Notice them and know how you
want to respond to them. Simply notice
the feeling and say, there goes my brain
releasing chemicals and producing a sensation of _ _ _ _ (whatever your feelings
are). I know what I want to do and will
continue to exit. What action or behaviors
might stop you from exiting? How can
you plan alternative behaviors or actions when those feeling arise?
9. Be compassionate with yourself
and know your exit style - Exiting is

natural. We all have at least one grand
exit in life, death. Know that changing
and exiting is part of life, whether it's the
small things like a job or house or friendship or your final exit. Accept that there
will be many exits in your life and that it is
natural. As each human being and culture
is different so is our preferred exit style.
Do you want to go out in a grand exit like
Tom Cruise in "Jerry Maguire"? Or quietly
like Carl Sandburg's fog that comes "on
little cat feet"? What's your personal
exit style - grand, quiet, harmonious,
learning-focused, fun?
10. Focus on Entering - What's
next? Where are you going after you
exit? By exiting this job, situation, place,
or relationship what is now possible? What new doors might open up that
are more fulfilling, interesting or betteraligned to you?
By focusing on the possibility of what's next and making it as
tangible and real as possible, it can provide that extra push or energy to
exit. Where are you entering next?
Bonus Strategy:
just go!



Chapter Historian



Director at Large

Page 11
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PMI-NH Chapter : PMI Leadership Institute
leaders from chapters throughout

founders, James Snyder. His
honest walk from past to present
again with our Regional chapter
illustrated how the profession maleaders, is a rewarding takeaway tured from the project schedulers
on its own merit.
and planners of the 1960s, the
hurdles and successes they faced,
There were over 1,000 attendees explaining how PMI played a role
representing 223 chapters from
in building the project manage57 different countries, with 40%
ment profession we know today.
attending for the first time.
It brought full perspective of the
Learning about every aspect of
granular as well as the global sucinformation and services provided cess of the association, for the
by PMI to chapter leaders probenefit of the profession and it's
vided great insight and encourmembership.
agement as a chapter leader.
There were impressive motivaConsidering the broader perspectional key note speakers, provid- tive of self-reward is a positive
ing education in leadership, while ideology to volunteering for the
engaging in a manner that enchapter. Giving back while simulcourages continuance of personal taneously obtaining personal
growth in the project managegain, is a fresh way to view the
ment profession. In addition to
role of volunteer for this profeseducational sessions delivered by sional association. The next
subject experts, these were the
Leadership Institute Meeting is in
three speakers of the keynote
San Diego, CA in October of
presentations of this year’s con2016.
ference:
Captain Chesley B. (Sully)
Sullenberger, III - “Miracle
on the Hudson” Hero Pilot;
Contributor, CBS News, BestSelling Author
Jeff Tobe – Certified Speaking
Professional and author of
“Coloring Outside the Lines,
Innovation and Creative Problem Solving”
Jason Young – Professional
Speaker and author of
“Culturetopia: Creating the Ultimate High-Performance Organization”

Linda Sweeney, PMP North America, and connecting
President Elect

PMI Leadership Institute
Meeting Reinforces Volunteering with PMI As
Self Rewarding
Volunteering with PMI is selfrewarding by virtue of giving
back, fulfilling the need to serve,
while enhancing knowledge in the
profession to advance one’s career.
As an Executive Board Member in
the role of President Elect for the
NH Chapter, these elements were
realized most noticeably while
attending the PMI Leadership Institute Meeting 2015–North
America held in Orlando, Florida
from Oct 8-10.
Networking with other chapter
leaders provided the opportunity
to share what our chapter does to
serve the membership. Likewise
to receive new and proven ideas
from other chapter leaders and
PMI, to bring back and enhance
the chapter experience for the NH
chapter membership.

“PMI values its members and
volunteers, and has a specially
trained team to assist chapter
leaders manage and develop your
volunteers and members.” Meeting the PMI Board of Directors in Finally, it was an honor to hear
the origins of PMI and meet inperson, our Chapter Partner and
Chapter Administrator, as well as person one of the five original
Page 12

Linda Sweeney with James Synder at the Leadership Institute
Meeting in Oct 2015
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Professional Contributions :What Happens When Success is Your Only Option
just a perspective, especially in a doing the “same old same old” or
world where everything changes. “tried and true” bread and butter
work that gets oh-so-mundane.
Most ideas go through thousands
if not millions of iterations. If we But what I’ve discovered over the
By Michelle
are to view each tweak to a new years is that it’s my abilities in
LaBrosse, CCPM, PMP®, PMI-ACP,
product or service idea as a
Project Management that help
Chief Cheetah and Founder of Chee“failure,” then everyone who has me create efficiencies in every
tah Learning*
ever created anything new is far situation. Whether it’s dismanWhat Happens When
more of a failure than a success. tling something that is no longer
Success is Your Only Op- The whole idea of failure is not
serving us to make room for
relevant
to
the
seasoned
small
what’s new, launching that
tion
business owner and entrepresparkly new initiative, or refining
neur. The question then becomes the processes of that old workWhen you run a small business,
not, “how will I succeed?,” but,
horse product everyone still loves
as small as even just yourself,
after twenty years, all of these
does failure ever really occur? I “how efficient can I become in
creating something someone else require projects. My life as a
hear often in the media about
wants to purchase?”
small business owner became
this or that business being “too
much more enjoyable when I
big to fail” – but in reality isn’t it
I’m a lot like most entrepreneurs started to see it more like the life
more like “Too Small to Fail?” I
of a Project Manager with everyask this question of myself, more and small business owners out
there. I’ve toyed with the idea of thing in the perpetual motion of a
rhetorically than anything. I’ve
project.
been running a small business in selling one of my businesses or
another over the years. I’ve sold
one form or another for almost
I started to notice the more disci30 years now. Yes, I’ve stopped off all the assets of other businesses when I got tired of runplined I am with setting up prooffering some services and
ning them. But like everything in jects using my very simple prostopped making some products,
life, things change. New busiject planning template, the more
and at one point in time, I did
smoothly things go. I’m able to
take a job with a paycheck – but nesses emerge on the ashes of
more easily delegate work with
even then I still had a small busi- ones that were put to rest. And
along with the new businesses
our small staff who wear many
ness going on the side. I realized after almost a decade of be- come new projects, new energy, hats. We are all very well-versed
new excitement. It’s actually
now in using a simple three page
ing in business that failure was
Continued on page 16

netPM

Networking Group

Project Managers supporting project managers through informal meet up
sessions with a focus on assisting with job search activities. From tips and
suggestions, to sharing contacts and networking opportunities, as well as
providing guest speakers oriented on the specific needs of the participants. Join us and gain some additional benefits provided by the PMI-NH
chapter.
Page 13
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Schedule Goodness Supports
Cost and Risk
Analysis
by David A. Russo, PMP
NH Chapter

Introduction
Since 1984, the most common
reasons for project failures
are: poor scope definition,
poor estimation techniques,
and out of sequence task execution. All three can be reflected or identified in poor
project schedules. They can
also be avoided with a quality
integrated master schedule
(IMS) and consistent updates
during project execution. The
defense industry has adopted
a name for schedule quality as
goodness and codified it in the
Defense Contract Management
Agency (DCMA) 14-point assessment. Attempts here aremade to explain the 14-points
of goodness to people,
whether in or outside of the
defense industry. I also include other industry wide best
practices, for creating healthy
schedules that can support
cost and risk analysis throughout a project life cycle, enabling project leaders to answer
the questions: "What is the
confidence the project will be
completed on or before the
target date? And what is the

confidence it will be completed
predecessor and a successor
at or below the cost target?
5. Summaries shall not have
Those questions should be
predecessors or successors
asked and answered on a con- 6. Use of inflexible schedule
sistent basis to make better
constraints shall be minidecisions and forecasts for
mized
successful outcomes.
7. No lag shall be greater than
30 work days
8.
No negative lag shall be
The DCMA 14-point List
used
The guidance provided on the
9.
No slack shall be greater
list below (their order, not
than 30 work days
mine) took shape to help
Earned Value analysts identify 10.No start to finish relationships shall be used
problem areas with contractor
11.Schedules
shall be inteschedules. It has grown to ingrated with cost
clude metrics which provide a
12.Units
of measure shall be
framework, roughly grouping
standardized
(days for durainto program performance and
tion, hours for work)
data integrity areas, for asking
13.All
schedules shall be baseeducated questions and perlined
with a project buffer
forming follow-up research.
(management reserve)
DCMA built a comprehensive
14.All
exceptions to these tentraining course helping stuets
must
be explained.
dents identify the techniques,
tools, and reference material
Number 1 might be a contracused by EVMS Specialists to
tual obligation where the cusaccomplish schedule analysis
requirements. See their web- tomer wants to see named resources, and possibly their
site to find more information.
costs, on staff to perform the
work; however, even without a
1. Schedule tasks shall have
contractual requirement; asan assigned resource
signing resources (named or
2. Detail schedule tasks shall
not) allows you to conduct
have a duration no longer
schedule man-loading analythan 20 work days
sis, and with rates you can
3. Detail schedule tasks shall
have a minimum duration of perform cost analysis especially variance analysis. Re5 work days (exceptions
sources should not be asshould be the minority)
4. Schedule tasks shall have a signed to summary tasks.
Page 14

Continued on Page 15
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Numbers 2 and 3 are to support Earned Value analysis
where (2) is for non-LOE (level
of effort) tasks to capture performance taken aligned within
a fiscal month and (3) is to
avoid too low a level of detail
(avoid tasks becoming checklists) but align with taking
weekly performance. For LOE
tasks, make sure to exclude
them from any variance analysis you conduct and remember
LOE tasks should never drive
discrete work.
Numbers 4 and 5 are specific
to the logic of coupling tasks
together to identify one or
more critical paths. Given that
a schedule is a collection of
probabilistic processes, these
tenets insure critical paths can
be identified to ensure a
meaningful calculation of Total
Float and projection of forecast
dates. Summary tasks with
logic can result in incorrect
schedule date calculations and
at a minimum reduce the precision of the schedule.
Numbers 6 – 10 are constraints on how to define the
predecessor and successor relationships as well as maximum lengths for lags and
slack. Inflexible (hard) constraints prevents logical predecessors from driving tasks interfering with an accurate criti-

cal path and causing inaccurate variance analysis. The
Finish-to-Start (FS) relationship type provides a logical
path through the program. A
relationship type such as Start
-to-Start (SS) or Finish-toFinish (FF) can cause resource
conflicts when the tasks are
dependent upon one another,
while also taking place at the
same time. The Start-to-Finish
(SF) relationship type is
counter-intuitive (“the successor can’t finish until the predecessor starts”) and should only
be used very rarely and with
detailed justification. Leads
may distort Total Float and the
Critical Path. The reason a lead
was used should be documented and have proper justification. The Critical Path may
be adversely affected by the
misuse of leads. During the
status process, task owners
often overlook updating lag
values, which can result in an
inaccurate predictive model.
The reason a lag was used
should be documented and
have proper justification.
Number 11 covers resource
cost as well as material and
machine or system time costs.
As with number 1, this supports cost variance analysis
and needs to be specific because cost does not have a linear relationship to schedule.
Page 15

Number 12 supports a consistent approach to specifying
duration and work allocations
supporting Earned Value
analysis with % complete or
time-phasing performance
techniques.
Number 13 provides direction
on how to apply project buffer
sometimes called schedule
margin. Because there are
numerous methods for how
Project Managers can apply
buffer, DCMA is explicit in the
technique they want to use.
The National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) provides a Planning & Scheduling
Excellence Guide (PASEG) provides supporting guidelines for
using schedule margin:
 When represented as a task,
Schedule Margin should be
clearly labeled as “Schedule
Margin” in the Task Name/
Description.
 Schedule Margin should be
controlled by the Project
Manager
 Schedule Margin should be
represented in both Baseline
and Forecast Schedules.
Number 14 is a suggestion for
Project Managers to ask of
scheduler or planner to document the variances against
this list for future reference in
case they are called to defend
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the performance or justify
 Improper (consistent) use of
their analysis of schedule. It
management reserve/
is important to document and
buffer/schedule margin
reiterate schedule and techni Lack of vertical and horizoncal assumptions with the ental traceability
tire program team.
 EV techniques that do not
Summary
reflect actual performance
I have collected industry wide
 Lack of predictive variance
best practices for creating
on duration and cost estihealthy schedules integrating
mates
resources and cost to support
 Managerial actions not demrisk analysis throughout a proonstrated using Earned
ject life cycle enabling Project
Value Analysis
leaders to make better deciA Final Check List:
sions and forecasts for successful outcomes. Since 1984,
 Build an IMS that passes the
the most common reasons for
DCMA 14 Point Assessment
project failures are: poor
with all GREEN
scope definition, poor estimation techniques, and out of se-  Develop the needed schedule
margin to protect the delivquence task execution.
ery to at least the 80% confidence level.
Problems arise when:
 Put margin in front of critical
 Lack of an integrated mandeliverable milestones.
agement system
 Build a margin burn down
 Baseline fluctuations and
chart and allocate schedule
frequent re-planning
margin just like you do MR
 Untimely and unrealistic Esfor the PMB (Performance
timates At Complete
Measurement Baseline).
 Progress not monitored in a
regular cycle
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Documents/PASEG/
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3.DID DI–MGMT–81650 “A
management method for accommodating schedule contingencies. It is a designated
buffer and shall be identified
separately and considered
part of the baseline.
4.DCMA-EA PAM 200.1 October 2012 Earned Value Management System (EVMS)
Program Analysis Pamphlet
(PAP) www.dcma.mil/
policy/200-1/

Professional Contributions: What Happens When Success is Your Only Option (cont. from Pg 13 )
project plan to organize our work.
This helps us all understand both
the big picture and the small details of what we need to do. It
eliminates any of us duplicating
effort or doing things that are not
aligned with our project goal.

Plus, by doing a simple project
plan organizational effort repeatedly, we all now have better instincts on what is required on
projects before they even make it
to the final cut of something we
actually want to pursue. The
Page 16

portfolio of projects we pursue is
better balanced, reducing our
costs while improving our revenues from new initiatives. Overall, it has just made great business sense for me as the boss to
Continued on page 17
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become a much better project
manager.

“Project Manager.” Sometimes
we speak the same Project Management language and sometimes we don’t. But in the cases
where I’m dealing with a Project
Manager who has that same PMP
designation, our projects get
done faster. The main reason is
because we are all speaking the
same language. We all know
what it means when someone
says stakeholder, or work breakdown structure, or scope creep.

Cheetah Learning is a virtual
company with 100 employees,
What else helps tremendously
contractors, and licensees worldabout being a small business
wide. To date, more than 50,000
owner and Project Manager is
people have become “Cheetahs”
that I’m a certified Project Manusing Cheetah Learning’s innovaagement Professional (PMP®). I
tive Project Management and acgot this designation because,
celerated learning techniques.
well, first of all, I wrote a book
Michelle also developed the Cheeon Project Management (mostly
tah Certified Project Manager
to record my techniques for my(CCPM) program based on Myersself so I’d remember to use them
Briggs Type Indicator personality
in my businesses). But I also
profiling to help students master
wanted to publish my book, and I I’ve realized after thirty years of
how to use their unique strengths
knew that in order to publish a
being in small business that the
for learning, doing projects, and
book as a Project Manager, I’d
question isn’t if my small business negotiating. CCPM graduates are
need those letters, “PMP,” after
is going to succeed - it’s how is it able to choose the right projects
my name to be taken seriously.
going to succeed. And I’ve found and complete those projects
What I did not know at the time
time and time again, it succeeds
“cheetah fast” based on their perwas the club I would be entering. in the most enjoyable ways when sonality. They also learn how to
Now, there are 600,000 people
I do the basics of Project Manage- leverage others’ strengths which
worldwide who are PMPs and
ment really well. Master Project
significantly improves overall promany of them work in large orManagement, become a certified
ject team performance. When an
ganizations. I am able to sit at
Project Management Professional employer has a cadre of CCPMs
the table with them as a small
(PMP®), and make success your
on staff, they achieve whatever
business owner and speak the
only option.
they set out to achieve in record
same language they do about dotime. This is why over 90% of
ing projects. I gained almost in- *This article is part of the Know
Cheetah's clients experience an
stant credibility with some very
How Network, identify Michelle
increase in both profitability and
large prospective clients when I
LaBrosse, PMP®, as author and
revenue within the first year of
earned the right to put those
include a link to us
retaining Cheetah Learning for
three initials after my name.
at www.cheetahlearning.com
their Project Management training
needs.
Speaking the same language as
About the Author:
Honored by the Project Managepeople in the companies that hire Michelle LaBrosse, PMP, is an en- ment Institute (PMI®), Cheetah
me is no small thing. It’s not just trepreneurial powerhouse with a
Learning was named Professional
a fad that I can call myself a
penchant for making success
Development Provider of the Year
“PMP.” I’ve hired companies to
easy, fun, and fast. She is the
at the 2008 PMI® Global Conhelp me upgrade my website, or- founder of Cheetah Learning, the gress. A dynamic keynote
ganize an event, or upgrade part author of the Cheetah Success
speaker and industry thought
of the facility I use for one of my Series, and a prolific blogger
leader, Michelle is recognized by
businesses. Every time, I’m deal- whose mission is to bring Project PMI as one of the 25 Most Influential
Women in Project Management in the
ing with someone they call a
Management to the masses.
world.
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fessions are quite easy to produce. This book
deserved way more attention than it received.
Friend & Foe: When to Cooperate, When
to Compete, and How to Succeed at Both
by Adam Galinsky and Maurice Schweitzer
You might remember this one from the 4Q4
this duo did for this newsletter. This is a
smart, practical book that lives up to its promise to help you become “a better friend and
more formidable foe."

This slim book packs a massive punch. Rath,
who has a string of culture-shifting bestsellers,
harvests a trove of science to explain the importance of pursuing meaning, improving your
interactions, and taking common-sense steps
to boost your energy.

Infamy: The Shocking Story of Japanese
American Internment in World War II
by Richard Reeves
Shortly after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor 50 years ago, the U.S. government
Fates and Furies
rounded up more than 100,000 Japaneseby Lauren Groff
Americans and incarcerated them at
Whenever a book gets as much acclaim as this "relocation centers.” This remains one of the
one — glowing reviews, a National
most disgraceful episodes in American history.
Book Award nomination, even a Presidential
I read this back in April, but Reeves’s elegantly
endorsement — I become a bit skeptical. But
told tale has new relevance today as some of
this fast-paced literary novel, which tells the
the very same xenophobia and racism rear
story of a marriage from two contrasting per- their heads again.
spectives, deserves every plaudit. It’s
gobsmackingly good.
The Arab of the Future: 1978 to 1984
by Riad Sattouf
How to Raise An Adult
Young Riad has a French mother, a Syrian faby Julie Lythcott-Haims
ther, and a head of shockingly blond hair. In
Another 4Q4 book. Former Stanford Dean of
this graphic novel he tells the story of his early
Freshmen Lythcott-Haims aims her howitzer at childhood. Fans of Persepolis will love this
helicopter parents — and teaches us how to
one.
trust our kids.
The Speechwriter: A Brief Education in
The Road Not Taken: Finding America in
Politics
the Poem Everyone Loves and Almost
by Barton Swaim
Everyone Gets Wrong
A regular guy leaves academia to become a
by David Orr
speechwriter for the Governor of South CaroYou wouldn’t think an book-length dissection
lina. Complications ensue. This chronicle — at
of Robert Frost’s “two roads diverged in a yel- once hilarious and sad — is the best book on
low wood” poem would be a great read. But
politics I’ve read in years.
Orr’s book is a gem — wise, funny, and inCopyright © 2015 by Daniel Pink; All Rights
sightful.
Reserved
Are You Fully Charged?: The 3 Keys to EnFor more information,
ergizing Your Work and Life
visit www.danpink.com
by Tom Rath
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